General
- Texas Division Stewardship Plan – July 31, 2003
- SH 130 Segment 5 public hearing transcript

Roadway
- Segment 5 Preliminary Schematic Alternatives
- SH 130 RCP 038 plan, profiles, alignments ROW
- LSI proposed Schematics B & C

Railroad
- RCP 038 SH130/SH45 SE/US 183 Railroad profiles

Right of Way and Survey
- LSI Current ROW of SH 130 Segments 5 & 6, IH-10 Interchange & Segment 4

Environmental
- SH 130 Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) – April 2001
- US Army Corps of Engineers permit #199600228
- SH 130 Segments 5 and 6 Constraints Map
- SH 130 Segment 6 Environmental Constraints map
- SH 130 Historic Buildings Report
- SH 130 Record of Decision